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Chandelier (or axo-axonic) cells are a distinct group of GABAergic interneurons that innervate the axon initial segments of pyramidal
cells and thus could have an important role controlling the activity of cortical circuits. To understand their connectivity, we labeled upper
layers chandelier cells (ChCs) from mouse neocortex with a genetic strategy and studied how their axons contact local populations of
pyramidal neurons, using immunohistochemical detection of axon initial segments. We studied ChCs located in the border of layers 1 and
2 from primary somatosensory cortex and found that practically all ChC axon terminals contact axon initial segments, with an average of
three to five boutons per cartridge. By measuring the number of putative GABAergic synapses in initial segments, we estimate that each
pyramidal neuron is innervated, on average, by four ChCs. Additionally, each individual ChC contacts 35–50% of pyramidal neurons
within the areas traversed by its axonal arbor, with pockets of very high innervation density. Finally, ChCs have similar innervation
patterns at different postnatal ages (P18 –P90), with only relatively small lateral expansions of their arbor and increases in the total
number of their cartridges during the developmental period analyzed. We conclude that ChCs innervate neighboring pyramidal neurons
in a dense and overlapping manner, a connectivity pattern that could enable ChCs to exert a widespread influence on their local circuits.

Introduction
Neocortical function relies on information processing by intri-
cately wired networks of excitatory glutamatergic and inhibitory
GABAergic neurons. Among GABAergic interneuron subtypes,
chandelier cells (ChCs; also known as axo-axonic cells) are par-
ticularly distinctive (Jones, 1975; Szentágothai, 1975; Woodruff
et al., 2010). These “fast-spiking,” parvalbumin-expressing in-
terneurons have axonal arbors with short vertically oriented axon
terminals, called cartridges. These cartridges target the axon ini-
tial segment (AIS) of pyramidal neurons, where action potentials
are generated (Somogyi, 1977; Fairén and Valverde, 1980). With
synapses placed so strategically, ChCs could be potent modula-
tors of cortical circuits. Recent investigations have suggested that
they can depolarize pyramidal cells (Szabadics et al., 2006;

Woodruff et al., 2009), leading to an excitatory effect on the
circuit (Szabadics et al., 2006; Molnár et al., 2008), although these
results are controversial (Glickfeld et al., 2009). Alternatively,
they could exert a dual function on the pyramidal neuron, either
excitatory or inhibitory, depending on its resting membrane po-
tential (Woodruff et al., 2011).

Importantly, ChCs have been implicated in schizophrenia and
epilepsy (Lewis and Anderson, 1995; DeFelipe, 1999; Howard et
al., 2005; Fazzari et al., 2010). However, due to their scarcity and
their lack of specific markers, few studies have examined func-
tional circuit properties of ChCs (Buhl et al., 1994b; Klausberger
et al., 2003; Tamás and Szabadics, 2004; Szabadics et al., 2006;
Glickfeld et al., 2009; Xu and Callaway, 2009; Zaitsev et al., 2009;
Woodruff et al., 2011). Anatomical studies of ChCs are also in-
frequent. Although the distribution of ChC cartridges in different
areas of the cortex was reported (Inda et al., 2007, 2008), quanti-
tative reconstructions and analysis of the morphology of ChC
arbors have still been uncommon (Somogyi et al., 1985; Li et al.,
1992; Lund and Lewis, 1993; Martínez et al., 1996; Krimer and
Goldman-Rakic, 2001).

A direct strategy to study synaptic connectivity is to label
individual neurons, trace their axons and examine adjacent
presynaptic and postsynaptic appositions. In this study, we
reconstructed individual ChCs axonal arbors and their postsyn-
aptic targets, i.e., AISs, using a transgenic mouse line where GFP-
labeled ChCs are abundant at the layer 1/2 border of the cortex
(Xu et al., 2008; Woodruff et al., 2009). We analyzed isolated ChC
arbors immunostained for GFP and AIS markers. Consistent
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with earlier reports (Somogyi et al., 1985; Li et al., 1992; Inda et
al., 2008), most ChC cartridges innervate AISs. An individual
ChC targets �35–50% of neurons within its vicinity. Also, we
estimated the total number of boutons forming putative synapses
in each AIS and found that, on average, each pyramidal neuron is
innervated by approximately four ChCs. Similar innervation pat-
terns are observed throughout development, with only a signifi-
cant increase in the lateral span of the axonal arbor with age.
Thus, ChCs innervate their local neighborhood of pyramidal
neurons in a dense, overlapping fashion, providing a potential
substrate for effective control of cortical circuits.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Animal handling and experimentation was done according to
NIH and local Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.
We used Nkx2.1-Cre::MADM transgenic mice that express GFP in a
subset of neocortical interneurons, including ChCs located at upper cor-
tical layers, most frequency in the layer 1/2 border (Xu et al., 2008;
Woodruff et al., 2009). Animals of both sexes were used.

Immunofluorescence labeling and arbor reconstruction. For immuno-
histochemistry studies, P18 –P90 mice were perfused intracardially with
PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and postfixed in fresh 4%
PFA overnight. Brains were then removed and sectioned in the coronal
plane at 50 �m on a vibrating microtome. Primary antibodies used for
immunofluorescence labeling included chicken anti-GFP (Invitrogen,
1:2000) for the identification of the ChCs soma and processes, and rabbit
anti-AnkyrinG (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 1:1000) and rabbit anti-
phospho(Ser32)-IKB� (Cell Signaling Technology, 1:2000) for the de-
tection of AISs. Fluorescent secondary antibodies were labeled with Alexa
Fluor 488 and 568 (Invitrogen, 1:500). The nuclear marker DAPI (300
nM) was applied together with the secondary antibodies. Sections were
first blocked with 5% heat-inactivated goat serum in 0.1% PBST (PBS
with 0.1% Triton) for 1 h, at room temperature. They were then incu-
bated in blocking solution containing primary antibodies overnight at
4°C. Then they were washed in 0.1% PBST six times for 10 min followed
by corresponding secondary immunolabeling for 2 h at room tempera-
ture. Sections were then washed three times for 10 min and mounted
with ProLong Gold Antifade reagent (Invitrogen). ChCs in somatosen-
sory cortex, which were physically isolated from other GFP� cells or
processes were chosen by epifluorescence microscopy using a 20� ob-
jective. Montages were done using Photoshop. Chandelier arbors were
reconstructed with 100� oil-immersion objective using Neurolucida
(Microbrightfield). Marker analysis for the boutons and Sholl analysis
were performed using the Neuroexplorer (Microbrightfield). A cartridge
was defined to be composed at least of two or more GFP� boutons, lined
up vertically and connected with a thin axonal process. Cartridges in
contact with AISs were marked while the reconstruction of the chandelier
arbor was carried out. In addition to reconstructing the cartridges and
marking the number of boutons, AISs were also reconstructed only at
planes where at least one cartridge was present. Therefore, AISs at
z-planes where no cartridges were detected were not included in the
reconstructions. For “maximum hull” analysis, the volume of the ChC
arbor was defined as the maximum x, y, and z position where a cartridge
was detected. “Convex hull” analysis was performed by redefining the
ChC arbor volume by drawing a line that connects the outermost car-
tridges at each x and y position and including only the AISs within this
polygonal-shaped arbor.

To analyze the overlapping innervation of ChC, sections were double
stained with a mixture of two primary antibodies: rabbit anti-Vesicular
GABA Transporter (VGAT) (1:2000, Synaptic Systems) and mouse anti-
Ankyrin G (1:100, Neuromab). Free-floating sections were incubated
overnight at 4°C in a solution containing the primary antibodies and then
for 2 h at room temperature with an Alexa Fluor-conjugated goat anti-
rabbit 594 antibody and an Alexa Fluor-conjugated goat anti-mouse 647
antibody (1:1000, Invitrogen). Thereafter, the sections were washed and
mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent (Invitrogen Corpora-
tion), and examined on a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal laser scanning system.
Fluorescence of GFP, and Alexa Fluor 594 and 647 were recorded

through separate channels. ChCs isolated from any other GFP� cells or
processes were detected in somatosensory cortex by epifluorescence mi-
croscopy using a 20� objective. A 63� 1.40 numerical aperture oil-
immersion lens was used to take images of the ChC axonal arbor. Image
stacks consisted of 18 – 49 optical sections with step size of 0.38 �m.
Reconstruct Software 1.1.0.0 (Fiala, 2005) was used to reconstruct the
AISs innervated by GFP� cartridges and VGAT immunostained
buttons.

Statistics. We used one-way ANOVA to compare three different ages
for the different parameters analyzed. Next, we used Student’s t test to
compare two ages for parametric values such as total number of car-
tridges, total number of AISs, and number of cartridges with a certain
number of boutons. For nonparametric values calculated in percentages,
such as the percentage of cartridges apposing an AIS and the percentage
of AISs apposed by a cartridge, we performed the Mann–Whitney rank
sum test, a nonparametric test where the medians are compared.

Results
In this study, we sought to understand how ChCs connect to their
postsynaptic targets. Since ChCs are relatively infrequent in cor-
tical circuits, we used Nkx2.1-Cre::MADM transgenic mice, in
which ChCs located in neocortical upper layers can be readily
found (Xu et al., 2008; Woodruff et al., 2009; see also Taniguchi et
al., 2012). We focused exclusively on this sample of neocortical
ChCs in the somatosensory cortex, which belong to a homoge-
neous morphological and electrophysiological population
(Woodruff et al., 2011). With these ChCs, we performed studies
of their output connectivity, using immunohistochemical detec-
tion of their connections with local AISs of pyramidal cells.

Identification and analysis of ChC cartridges
To characterize how ChCs contact their local synaptic targets,
we used coronal sections from somatosensory cortex of
Nkx2.1-Cre::MADM mice from three different ages (P18, P30,
and P90; Fig. 1). ChCs were immunolabeled for GFP (Fig. 1,
green) and were identified by their distinctive morphologies.
ChCs that were isolated from any other GFP cell or processes
were selected, and their axonal arbors reconstructed in 3D (n � 6
per age). ChC cartridges were easily identified as short, vertical
rows of GFP� boutons and were defined for further analysis by
having at least two or more boutons lined up vertically and con-
nected by a thin axonal process (Fig. 1, bottom, green lines).
Cartridges were located at an average vertical distance of 360 � 18
�m from the parent soma, ranging from 236 to 457 �m, and an
average horizontal distance of 241 � 14 �m, ranging from 134 to
346 �m (n � 18). Analyses of boutons per cartridge revealed that
78% of all cartridges had three to five boutons (78.3 � 2.9, n �
18; Fig. 2A). Since axonal boutons represent putative synapses,
these results suggest that the majority of ChCs form three to five
axo-axonic synapses per cartridge. The distribution of cartridges
within the chandelier arbor was examined by Sholl analysis from
the somatic position (see Materials and Methods). The distribu-
tion of cartridges varied with increasing distance from the ChC
soma, with the majority of them (73%) located within 60 –150
�m from the cell body, in layer 2/3 (Fig. 2B). This suggests that
the majority of ChC axon terminals innervate AISs quite locally.
A convex hull Sholl analysis of the distribution of AISs (see Ma-
terials and Methods for more details) revealed a bell-shaped
curve matching the distribution of cartridges (Fig. 2C). There-
fore, within the axonal arbor of a ChC, cartridges are located in
the same proportion as available AIS targets, as if they targeted
them without selectivity.
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Innervation of AISs by ChC cartridges
We used immunostaining for two markers (Ankyrin G and
Phospho-IKB�, red) to detect AISs (Fig. 1, top). AISs were easily
identified by their distinct “eyelash” shape and were found
throughout layer 2/3. AISs closer to the labeled ChC soma were
often found to be in contact with a cartridge (Figs. 1 bottom,
yellow lines, 3A). These contacts were confirmed at 100� mag-
nification and were marked in the reconstructions of the chande-
lier arbor (Figs. 1, bottom, yellow vs red AISs, 3A). On average,
86% of all cartridges within a radius of 60 –150 �m from the ChC
body were found to contact an AIS, confirming that most ChCs
selectively target AISs (Somogyi, 1977; Fairén and Valverde,
1980). Sholl analysis was then used to examine the distribution of
these appositions within each chandelier arbor to analyze what
percentage of AISs within the axonal territory of a given ChC was
innervated. The percentage of cartridges in contact with an AIS
was high and varied between 73% and 90% at any radius analyzed
up to 210 �m. On average, the extent of cartridges in contact with
AISs was 321 � 17 �m on the x-axis and 233 � 20 �m on the
y-axis (n � 18). The distribution of these cartridges was initially
low and peaked, and stayed constant at 30 –210 �m and then
decreased monotonically until the end of the axonal arbor (Fig.
3B). This reduction was observed because different chandelier
cells varied in the extent of the radius of their arbors, and there-

fore the reduction is due to the absence of cartridges at larger radii
for certain cells.

We then examined how specifically chandelier terminals tar-
get pyramidal neurons. To do so, we calculated the percentage of
AISs contacted by a cartridge within the chandelier arbor. For this
analysis, it is important to define the territory occupied by the
ChC’s axon arbor. We first analyzed the data counting all the AISs
located within the maximum x and y cartridge coordinates but
only in z-planes where a cartridge was present (maximum AIS
analysis). A more strict criterion to estimate the number of AISs
potentially innervated by the ChC axon was acquired by the car-
tridge convex hull analysis. In this analysis, the ChC arbor region
is defined as the territory located inside the perimeter that con-
nects the outermost cartridges in the z-projection of the recon-
structions, thus including only AISs within this polygonal-
shaped arbor. Using these criteria, Sholl analysis revealed that on
average 30 � 3% (maximum analysis) or 44 � 2% (convex hull)
of all AISs were innervated by a cartridge within 210 �m from the
chandelier soma (Fig. 3C,D). Since the maximum analysis in-
cludes all AISs within the maximum extent of the x- and y-axes, a
lower percentage for appositions is observed compared with the
convex hull analysis.

With the global Sholl analysis, the distribution of the percent-
age of AISs in contact with cartridges was initially low, peaked at

Figure 1. Immunocytochemical detection of ChC axo-axonic connections. Innervation of AISs by ChC cartridges at different ages. Top, z-projection images of a complete ChC arbor (green, GFP)
and AISs (red, AnkyrinG and PIkB immunolabeling) from Nkx2.1-Cre::Madm mice at P18, P30, and P90. Bottom, Projection of 3D reconstructions of the ChC arbors. Green represents cartridges, yellow
represents an AIS apposed by a cartridge, and red represents AISs that are not apposed by a cartridge. Scale bar, 50 �m.

Figure 2. Morphological properties of ChC arbors. A, Number of boutons per cartridge. The majority of the cartridges were found to contain three to five boutons. B, C, Distribution of cartridges
(B) and AISs (C) within the ChC arbors examined using Sholl analysis. The cell body is located at the center (radius � 0 �m), and the percentage of cartridges or AISs is determined at each radial ring
around the cell body at 30 �m intervals. No significant differences were found for the percentage distributions of cartridges and AISs at different ages, and data from all ages are combined (n � 18,
6 cells per each age).
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60 –120 �m, and then decreased monotonically until the end of
the axonal arbor (Fig. 3C). These data also indicate that the per-
centage of AISs innervated by cartridges is not different in any
area within the ChC arbor, defined by the concentric rings of the
Sholl analysis. With the convex hull analysis, on the other hand,
the percentage of AISs apposed to cartridges was 40 –50%
throughout the arbor within a radius of 210 �m (Fig. 3D). These
numbers were similar at each concentric ring around the ChC
somata, suggesting a uniform innervation pattern within a radius
of 210 �m from the somata. However, in Sholl analysis the axes
are combined as one parameter (i.e., the radius) and a different
pattern may be observed at individual axes. We explored this by
analyzing the distribution of percentage of AISs innervated by
cartridges in x- and y-axes, but we did not observe any difference
in the distribution (data not shown).

Interestingly, qualitative observation of ChC arbors revealed
the presence of high-density areas of cartridges (Fig. 3A). Closer
examination of these high-density areas (Fig. 3A, inset) showed
that the majority of AISs within these areas are innervated by a
cartridge (9 of 11 AISs in this example). These observations sug-
gested that the ChC axon may densely innervate some areas of its
arbor.

Development of ChC innervation
We also explored potential differences present in the ChC arbor
and the cartridge–AIS appositions at three different ages. The
typical cartridge morphology was only clearly apparent by P18
and hence we chose to analyze ChCs at P18, P30, and P90 (n � 6
per age; Fig. 4). Sholl analysis for the distribution of the percent-

age of cartridges revealed no significant differences between ages
at a certain radius within 210 �m of the ChC somata (n � 6 for
each age group; n.s. with Mann–Whitney rank sum test). How-
ever, the percentage of cartridges peaked at 90 �m for P18 and
P30, whereas this peak was broader at P90 (90 –150 �m) and the
distribution at P90 was shifted toward larger radii (Fig. 4A). The
distribution of AISs also did not differ at the three different ages
(Fig. 4C; n � 6 for each age group; n.s. with one-way ANOVA).
Analysis of the number of boutons per cartridge also did not
differ between ages (Fig. 4B; n � 6 for each age group; Mann–
Whitney rank sum test), suggesting that the overall percentage of
axo-axonic terminals does not change during the developmental
period analyzed. In addition, analysis of cartridge–AIS contacts
revealed no significant differences in the average percentage of
cartridges contacting an AIS (Fig. 4E; n � 6 for each age group;
comparison of: P18 and P30, U � 13, p � 0.485; P18 and P90,
U � 9.5, p � 0.18; P30 and P90, U � 6, p � 0.065 with Mann–
Whitney rank sum test), although there was a trend for a lower
percentage of cartridges apposing an AIS at P90 compared with
P18 and P30 (median, mean � SEM for P18, P30, and P90: 88,
87 � 2; 84, 84 � 2; and 81, 81 � 0.6, respectively). The average
percentage of AISs contacted by cartridges (Fig. 4E) within the
ChC arbor at different ages also did not reveal any significant
differences (n � 6 for each age group; P18 vs P30, U � 18, p � 1;
P18 vs P90, U � 10, p � 0.24; P30 vs P90, U � 12, p � 0.39 with
Mann–Whitney rank sum test).

We were surprised by the lack of stronger developmental
modulation in these analyses and examined more closely other
potential differences. Although the average density of cartridges

Figure 3. Dense ChC axo-axonic innervation. A, Apposition of cartridges and AISs. Single z-plane image of a ChC cartridges (green) and AISs (red) at P30. Inset, Area with a high density of
cartridges, where almost every AIS is apposed by a cartridge. Scale bar, 50 �m. B, Sholl analysis of percentage of cartridges apposing an AIS within chandelier arbors. Almost every cartridge apposes
an AIS. C, Maximum Sholl analysis of the percentage of AISs apposed by a cartridge within a chandelier arbor. The ChC arbor is defined by the maximum x, y, and z coordinates. D, Convex hull Sholl
analysis of the percentage of AISs apposed by a cartridge. The ChC arbor is limited to the coordinates where a cartridge is present.
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or the AISs did not significantly differ between ages, the total
number of cartridges was slightly higher at P30 and P90 com-
pared with P18 (mean � SEM: 90 � 3, 118 � 8, 109 � 2, respec-
tively, at P18, P30, and P90; n � 6 per age and p � 0.01, one-way
ANOVA). In addition, analysis along the x-axis revealed that the
ChC arbor was significantly larger at P90 compared with P18
(mean � SEM: 316 � 24, 356 � 33, and 407 � 25 �m, respec-
tively, at P18, P30 and P90; n � 6 per age and p � 0.05, t test
between P18 and P90). Consequently, the region of cartridges in
contact with AISs on the x-axis was significantly larger at P90
compared with P18 (mean � SEM: 312 � 23, 356 � 33, and
394 � 25, respectively, at P18, P30, and P90; n � 6 per age; p �
0.05, t test, P18 vs P90). Although P30 was not significantly dif-
ferent from P18 or P90, the cartridge and appositions extent on
the x-axis fell between these two ages. No significant difference
was detected for the extent of cartridges (mean � SEM: 226 � 28,
220 � 19, and 216 � 28 �m, respectively, at P18, P30, and P90;
n � 6 per age) or the region of cartridges in contact with AISs
(mean � SEM: 219 � 30, 210 � 17, and 212 � 25 �m, respec-

tively, at P18, P30, and P90; n � 6 per age) along the y-axis
between different ages. These data indicate that the ChC arbor
gradually expands laterally throughout development, whereas no
significant change occurs on the vertical span of the cortex.

Overlapping innervation of AISs by ChCs
We finally focused on the question of how many ChCs innervate
a single pyramidal neuron. Since we could identify individual
ChC terminals, we sought to answer the question by counting the
number of terminals that a ChC makes on average on an AIS and
comparing that number with the total number of GABA-positive
terminals found in the AIS. This approach assumes that all
GABAergic terminals in contact with an AIS belong to ChCs. To
estimate the number of ChCs that innervate the AISs, we recon-
structed 44 GFP-labeled cartridges in contact with AISs stained
with Ankyrin G, in sections that were also immunolabeled for the
vesicular GABA transporter VGAT (Fig. 5). We made this esti-
mation in the surface of the sections, within the region of better
penetration of the immunoreagents. The average number of

Figure 4. Conservation of ChC innervation patterns at P18, P30, and P90. A–E, Convex hull Sholl analysis revealed no significant difference in the distribution of cartridges (A), boutons (B), AIS
(C), or appositions (D, E) at different ages.
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VGAT-immunoreactive (ir) buttons per
AIS (�SEM) was 15.5 � 0.7, whereas the
average number of GFP� buttons per AIS
was 4.1 � 0.2. These results indicate that
�3.8 � 0.3 ChCs may participate in the
innervation of a given AIS.

Discussion
Specific ChC innervation of axon
initial segments
To understand neocortical function, it is
important to examine the functional and
anatomical synaptic connectivity within
cortical microcircuits. One open question
is whether there is selectivity in the con-
nections between neurons and whether
this may vary depending on the neuro-
nal subtype. To address this, we ana-
lyzed the axonal arbors of individual
neocortical ChCs, using a transgenic
mouse line (Nkx2.1-Cre::Madm) in
which the cell bodies of GFP� ChCs are
detected in the layer 1/2 border (Xu et al.,
2008; Woodruff et al., 2009). This strain
enabled us to identify scores of ChCs and
analyze their morphologies systemati-
cally, something that has not been possi-
ble in previous studies, which relied on
inconsistent and incomplete labeling of
ChCs in Golgi stains or occasional elec-
trode recordings from them (and subse-
quent HRP or biocytin fills) in vivo or in
slice preparations (Somogyi, 1977; Fairén
and Valverde, 1980; Somogyi et al., 1982;
Li et al., 1992; Kawaguchi, 1995).

Our conclusions are restricted to this
specific group of ChCs, in the border be-
tween layers 1 and 2. In this population of upper layer ChCs from
somatosensory cortex, we examined the targeting of ChC car-
tridges on AISs by reconstructing their axons and using immu-
nocytochemical methods to label their axonal targets. Our first
conclusion is that practically all cartridges of a ChC contact an
AIS. Thus, we confirm the original description by Somogyi
(1977) of ChC as being axo-axonic. Although we observe axonal
branches with boutons “en passant” and occasional isolated sin-
gle axonal boutons that do not appear to belong to cartridges, we
are not sure of their synaptic nature. Further ultrastructural study
will be necessary to discern their targets.

Overlapping ChC innervation of axon initial segments
Our second conclusion relates to the number of boutons per ChC
cartridge, three to five on average in our data. This is consistent
with previous estimates for rodent somatosensory cortex, al-
though cartridges in other cortical areas or species have more
boutons (DeFelipe et al., 1985; Fariñas and DeFelipe, 1991; Inda
et al., 2008). Ultrastructural reconstructions of AISs in the rodent
neocortex have been performed only in infragranular layers of
adult rats (Mendizabal-Zubiaga et al., 2007), showing that the
average number of axo-axonic synaptic contacts on typical pyra-
midal AISs is 17.6 (range 15–22; n � 5). These numbers are very
close to our estimates based on combined analyses of GFP� ChC
cartridges, Ankyrin G (AIS), and VGAT (GABAergic synapses)
immunoreactivity. With this approach, we find that each ChC on

average has 4 boutons on an AIS, whereas each AIS has around 15
total putative synapses. Using these results, we estimate that an
average of �4 ChCs innervate each pyramidal neuron, generat-
ing a densely overlapping matrix of connectivity. In fact, since
VGAT is present in most but not all GABAergic synapses
(Chaudhry et al., 1998) (but see Wang and Sun, 2012), we might
actually have underestimated the total number of synapses in our
analyses. Thus, we conclude that there is convergent and overlap-
ping innervation of pyramidal neurons by neocortical ChCs.

Dense ChC innervation of local territories
Our third conclusion is that the innervation of local pyramidal
neurons by ChCs is dense. We examined the target selectivity of
ChCs by analyzing the percentage of AISs innervated by a car-
tridge within the ChC arbor, and we find a relatively high per-
centage of innervation. Depending on how one defines the
denominator of the percentage (maximum vs convex hull analy-
sis), from 35 to 50% of all AISs within 210 �m below the cell body
were found to be contacted by a cartridge. Although already high,
considering we are dealing with the connections generated by a
single neuron, these percentages of innervation are likely to be
underestimations for several reasons. First, our methods proba-
bly do not completely reveal the full extent of the ChC axon,
either because the GFP immunolabeling in the ChC arbor may
not be fully detectable or the histological processing may have lost
some axonal branches or boutons. Second, our definition of
ChC–AIS contact, which required at least two adjacent boutons

Figure 5. Overlapping innervation of AISs by ChCs. A, Confocal image of the axonal arbor of an individual GFP�ChC (green) and
Ankyrin G-ir AISs at P30. Rows of GFP� buttons (ChC cartridges) are in apposition to Ankyrin G-ir AIS (arrows). B, VGAT-ir buttons
(red) in the same field as in A. C, Combination of A and B (stacks of 34 optical sections; step size: 0.38 �m) to measure the number
of ChCs that innervate each AIS. D, Schematic representation of the innervated Ankyrin G-ir AISs (blue lines) illustrated in C with
rows of GFP� buttons (green dots) in apposition to them. Red dots represent VGAT-ir buttons in contact with the AISs (putative
GABAergic synapses from other ChCs; see Discussion for further explanation). Scale bar: D (for A–D), 9 �m.
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to be present, may lead to an underestimation as single bouton
contacts were excluded. Third, a significant underestimation
could arise from our definition of the denominator of the per-
centage equation, since it is likely that, even with the restrictive
convex hull criteria, we include pyramidal cells located too far
from the ChC axon to realistically be able to be innervated by it.
Finally, our AIS markers label AISs of all neurons including cor-
tical interneurons (which could account for 15–20% of all the
AISs), which are not targeted by ChCs. Taking all these factors
into account, we expect that the true connectivity rates should be
higher, and imagine that ChCs likely contact a large majority of
their neighboring neurons that are within the immediate vicinity
of their axonal branches. Indeed, we can observe areas where
almost every single pyramidal cell is innervated (9 of 11; Fig. 3A,
inset). This suggests a complete lack of innervation selectivity,
and is also consistent with the matching of the spatial distribution
of cartridges to the spatial distributions of AISs (Fig. 2B,C). On
the other hand, there are territories with apparently little inner-
vation, which could be explained by the mere lack of axonal
branching in that area or, alternatively, due to specific avoidance
of the axon to certain subregions. Reexamination of the ChC
innervation with methods that could detect potential biases in
target selection, perhaps by identifying different subpopulations
of pyramidal cells, could discern between these possibilities.

Developmental profile of ChC innervation
Our fourth and final conclusion is that there are no large differ-
ences in the innervation pattern of pyramidal cells by ChC axons
during the developmental period analyzed (P18 –P90). Although
in older ages ChC arbors expand laterally, the total number of
cartridges increases, and there is a lower percentage of cartridges
apposing an AIS, these changes are relatively small. Importantly,
we failed to detect developmental differences in other anatomical
properties of ChC axons, including the number of boutons, the
distribution of cartridges and AISs and the percentage of AIS
contacted (Fig. 5), indicating that the overall connectivity pattern
remains the same from P18 to P90. These developmental similar-
ities have interesting implications. First, as soon as the cartridges
are clearly detectable, around P18 in our samples, they already
target AISs. It is possible that ChC axon terminals could target
any other subcellular location before they form cartridges, such
as the pyramidal cell somata, similar to the basket cells of the
cerebellum innervating the AIS of Purkinje cells (Ango et al.,
2004). This could be examined in future studies with time-lapse
imaging of the ChC arbor in cultures. Second, the distribution of
cartridge–AIS appositions in the vertical and lateral extent of the
neocortex does not change during the developmental period an-
alyzed. Clusters of cartridges densely innervating AISs are ob-
served at all ages analyzed. These findings suggest that the ChC
axon terminal chooses its targets as early as the time it forms, and
there is no obvious elimination of cartridges. On the other hand,
elimination of ChCs themselves, or whether the ChC arbor un-
dergoes dynamic elimination and addition of cartridges or not,
cannot be ruled out. In any case, the net result is that the propor-
tion of cartridge–AIS appositions remains constant throughout
development with an overall increase in the arbor size.

Comparison with other interneurons
In summary, we find that ChCs innervate their local pyramidal
neighbors very effectively. This innervation pattern is overall not
only dense but, in addition, overlapping between different ChCs,
as if the objective of the population of ChCs was to effectively
innervate every single pyramidal neuron multiple times. It is

interesting to put these findings in perspective with results
from other interneuron subtypes. Indeed, the dense connec-
tivity we document is consistent with recent studies that have
examined the output connectivity of interneurons with differ-
ent methods. Using optical and electrophysiological approaches,
the connectivity of parvalbumin-positive interneurons (which
also include ChCs but are mostly basket cells) was found to be
very dense and unspecific (Packer and Yuste, 2011). A similar
result was found in a study of the connections between
somatostatin-expressing interneurons and pyramidal cells (Fino
and Yuste, 2011). Finally, using a combination of electrophysio-
logical and ultrastructural approaches, neurogliaform cells were
reported to have a high number of synapses directly on the neu-
ropil, as if they were releasing GABA extensively and affecting the
neighboring pyramidal cells by volume transmission (Oláh et al.,
2009). Together, these studies reveal a consistent picture for the
functional effect of GABAergic innervation in the cortex, where
each interneuron subtype appears to exert a wide and unspecific
influence on its local neighbors. While it is clear that different
subtypes of interneurons specifically target distinct subcellular
compartments of the pyramidal cells (Buhl et al., 1994a), as illus-
trated also by our own results confirming the extreme specificity
of the axo-axonic innervation of ChCs (Fig. 3B) (Somogyi, 1977),
perhaps different interneuron subtypes exert a distinct functional
influence on pyramidal cells, yet they treat all local pyramidal
cells the same, as essentially equivalent, innervating them all.
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